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Supplementary Note1. EVIDENCES OR FEATURES CLAIMED BY

CLAIMED REMOTE EPITAXY FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF

THRU-HOLE EPITAXY

Absence of thru-hole in a limited region of an interface:

Due to the very nature of HR-TEM, if a sample for cross-sectional HR-TEM is made

in the region free from thru-holes, a single image of HR-TEM will show no sign of direct

bonding between a grown film and an underlying substrate. This can easily be observed if

a thru-hole-connected region is sparsely populated across the interface. In other words, it

is hard to spot thru-holes-connected regions through HR-TEM investigations because they

are located several micrometers far away from one another with a very small size ranging

from several to a few dozen nanometers. So, the absence of thru-hole provided only by

the partial investigations using HR-TEM cannot be regarded as sufficient proof for the

[GT1] remote epitaxy. However, the outcome of claimed remote epitaxy can be easily and

self-consistently explained by [GT2] thru-hole epitaxy without borrowing or resorting to any

concept of [GT1] remote epitaxy. (See Fig. 1 in the main manuscript for the growth types

classification such as [GT1] and [GT2].)

Crystallographic alignment of a grown film with an underlying substrate:

The crystallographic alignment is a consequence of epitaxial growth involving direct bond-

ing between a film and an underlying substrate. So, this evidence can be readily understood

in terms of [GT2] thru-hole epitaxy as well and is only a necessary condition for [GT1]

remote epitaxy.
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Crystallographic alignment limited by layer number of 2D insertion material:

The crystallographic alignment claimed in claimed remote epitaxy was observed only on

monolayer or bilayer graphene. Such alignment in this limited condition was regarded as

the main feature of claimed remote epitaxy. This can be also easily and self-consistently

explained by thru-hole epitaxy as follows. Even a state-of-art 2D layer transferred onto a

target substrate has some unavoidable holes, which can serve as nucleation spots for thru-

hole epitaxy, although the size of holes may vary from monovacancy to a-few-micrometers.

The stacking of 2D layers containing holes would decrease the number density of thru-holes,

so that the number density of potential nucleation spots would decrease. One important

factor here is that how fast the number density of thru-holes decreases with an increasing

number of stacking. If the quality of the 2D layer is excellent, only a few stacking would

immediately block all the holes whereas thru-holes still survive even after stacking several

times if it is mediocre. In any case, if the number density and size of thru-holes get smaller

than critical values, [GT2] thru-hole epitaxy becomes less dominant over [GT5] growth with

misaligned orientation.

Ionicity dependence of crystallographic alignment:

In claimed remote epitaxy, ionicity was regarded as a key factor to obtain crystallographic

alignment. Such aligned domains of ionic material can be readily explained by thru-hole

epitaxy as long as the size and number density of thru-holes are larger than their critical val-

ues for crystallographic alignment. These critical values vary with materials properties such

as ionicity. For example, if two different materials with and without ionicity are separately

grown on the same 2D insertion layer on the substrate made of their respective materials,

adatoms of the nonionic material would be less attracted toward thru-holes by the exposed

substrate than those of the ionic material. That is because the range of attractive interac-

tion from the exposed area of the nonionic material is much shorter than that of the ionic

material. Thus, the formation of misaligned domains on the 2D insertion layer would be

more probable with the nonionic material than the ionic material because the actual size

and number density of thru-holes are smaller than critical values for the nonionic material
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but larger than those for the ionic material. In other words, nonionic material would be

more likely to be grown as [GT5] growth with misaligned orientation than ionic material

on the same 2D insertion layer. It should be noted that this kind of ionicity-dependence

of interaction range is not typically observed in conventional ELOG because the size of an

individual hole or opening area is so sufficiently large that stochastic diffusion of adatoms

toward opening areas is more dominant.

Easy detachability:

It should be noted that easy detachability does not necessarily suggest a complete absence

of direct bonding between a film and an underlying substrate. Instead, it simply indicates

that the adhesive force between the grown film and a thermal release tape is large enough

to break the binding force between the grown film and a space layer/substrate. It can be

easily inferred that increasing the layer number of 2D insertion material would decrease the

number density of thru-holes, so that detachability would be improved as well. Moreover,

the detachability would be enhanced by reducing the size of thru-holes. In both situations,

however, [GT5] growth with misaligned orientation begins to coexist with [GT2] thru-hole

epitaxy. On the other hand, as the size and number density of thru-holes become(s) larger

the detachment of a grown film or even a single domain by a thermal release tape would be-

come less possible and eventually impossible with the crystallographic alignment enhanced,

indicating that [GT3] ELOG becomes dominant.
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Supplementary Note2. COMPETITION BETWEEN TWO DIFFERENT

GROWTH TYPES

It came to our attention that the original proposers of [GT1] remote epitaxy seemingly

also recognized recently that their experimental evidences may not be enough to specify

either [GT1] remote epitaxy or [GT2] thru-hole epitaxy.1 (This paper was published a week

ago before our manuscript was submitted to Nature Communications.) By assuming the

existence of [GT1] remote epitaxy as default even though it has not been proved yet, they

tried to investigate whether [GT1] remote epitaxy would have been a much more dominant

growth mechanism than [GT2] thru-hole epitaxy. They came to rule out [GT2] thru-hole

epitaxy, which is the opposite conclusion to ours. In their experimental configuration, they

chose a nonionic material, Ge, to exclude the effect of [GT1] remote epitaxy. Then, they

assumed that the existence of pinholes would result in [GT2] thru-hole epitaxy, which was

supposed to be a dominant growth type consequently resulting in a single crystalline film

without considering the possibility of [GT5] growth with misaligned orientation at all. How-

ever, the grown film was polycrystalline, (Fig. 4(b,d,f) of in the paper1 quoted above) so

they excluded [GT2] thru-hole epitaxy as a dominant growth mechanism over [GT1] remote

epitaxy. In their experiment and interpretation, there were two inappropriate assumptions.

The first inappropriate assumption was that the existence of pinholes would allow [GT2]

thru-hole epitaxy to be dominant over [GT5] growth with misaligned orientation for a non-

ionic material. (We already explained why the first assumption was inappropriate in the

paragraph starting with ‘Ionicity dependence of crystallographic alignment’ in Supplemen-

tary Note1.) The second inappropriate assumption was that the less dominance of [GT2]

thru-hole epitaxy over [GT5] growth with misaligned orientation for a nonionic material can

be generally applied to the case in which [GT2] thru-hole epitaxy and [GT1] remote epitaxy

could be found at the same time. This second assumption was of course inappropriate be-

cause the dominance of one growth type over another cannot be determined on basis of the

dominance of one growth type over the other. Thus, they should not have concluded from

their observation of misaligned domains of nonionic material (Fig. 4(b,d,f) of in the paper1

quoted above) that [GT5] was more dominant than [GT2] in any case. The less dominance
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of [GT2] over [GT5] is simply due to the nonionic character of a material. In contrary to

the first inappropriate assumption, it should be noted that [GT5] can coexist with or even

be dominant over [GT2] or [GT4] among multiple domains or a merged film although there

are pinholes on the 2D insertion layer. In order to exclude the possibility of remote epitaxy,

they should have used a thicker 2D insertion layer instead of nonionic material. If they had

tried with either ionic or partially ionic material with thicker 2D insertion layer to exclude

the possibility of [GT1], they would have been able to observe the aligned domains with a

substrate, i.e., the dominance of [GT2] thru-hole epitaxy over [GT5] growth with misaligned

orientation. That is exactly what we have observed and reported in our manuscript. They

recognized and raised an important issue of thru-hole epitaxy, which has been disregarded

in comparison with remote epitaxy, but they designed an inappropriate experiment to check

their hypothesis (thru-hole epitaxy is less dominant than remote epitaxy) and then misin-

terpreted their results. As a consequence, they incorrectly concluded that remote epitaxy is

more dominant over thru-hole epitaxy.
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Supplementary Note3. MISINTERPRETATION IN THE PREVIOUS

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR REMOTE EPITAXY

There are several papers reporting van der Waals (vdW) epitaxy on h-BN or graphene/graphite.

Nevertheless, it is very challenging to achieve such vdW epitaxy or to grow 3D single-

crystalline films on dangling-bond-free 2D materials,2 because of small potential fluctuation

and the absence of nucleation centers. To overcome this limitation in most cases, various

defects playing roles as nucleation centers were introduced on a 2D surface using surface

modification techniques.3,4 Moreover, vdW epitaxy has been observed relatively more often

on h-BN than on graphene because the potential fluctuation on the latter surface is even

smaller than that on the former surface. Another important point is whether the potential

profile reflects the symmetry of underlying substrate or 2D material for remote or vdW

epitaxy, respectively, or not. As clearly shown in our manuscript, the teleported potential

fluctuation does not reflect the symmetry of the underlying substrate, whereas the surface

potential profile of h-BN or graphene does show its complete symmetry. We also agree with

the reviewer that the formation of a large nucleate with a radius larger than the critical

radius is an important key issue for epitaxy, and our estimated potential fluctuation across

the surface of 2D material/substrate is even larger than that of vdW epitaxy. However,

we would like to point out two points: (i) the structural configurations of large nucleates

formed during the growth process would be quasi-random and thus their symmetry would

not be necessarily consistent with the symmetry of substrate; and (ii) even if there is a

large nucleate that has the same symmetry of substrate by accident, it is unlikely that such

nucleate settles on 2D material with crystallographic alignment to the underlying substrate,

because the potential profile of 2D material/substrate does not reflect the symmetry of the

underlying substrate as mentioned above and in our manuscript.

Some of the previous papers on remote epitaxy showed that their potential/charge profiles

reflect the characteristics of the underlying substrates. It turned out that such results had

been obtained only under certain constrained conditions as described in the following. In the

paper by Kong et al.5, which is one of the original papers explaining the concept of remote

epitaxy, they did not show the total potential distribution Utot of 2D material/substrate,
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which is the true potential governing growth processes. Instead, they intentionally calculated

a potential distribution defined as U = Utot − U2D, to reflect mainly substrate contribution

by subtracting the 2D material contribution, U2D. We would like to emphasize again that

the true potential governing growth processes is not this potential difference, but the total

potential. Moreover, they used small supercell sizes to enforce commensurability between 2D

material and substrate by introducing large strain, resulting in the creation of an artificial

symmetry reflecting that of the underlying substrate. Such structural constraint is, of course,

unavoidable since a periodic system is required in calculations. That is why we considered

various stacking configurations (relatively different orientations and supercell sizes) of 2D

material/substrate to exclude constraint-induced artifacts in our calculation. As shown in

Fig. 2 in our main manuscript and Supplementary Fig. 4, Utot depends strongly on the

stacking configuration (relative orientation and supercell size) and thus does not follow

the symmetry of the underlying substrate. Another work6 showed the charge density with

a small supercell instead of potential distribution. In that paper, they computed charge

density using ρ = ρtot − ρ2D to extract the substrate contribution, rather than the total

charge density ρtot of 2D material/substrate, which is a true charge density responsible for

the growth process. Therefore, the existence of vdW epitaxy cannot be direct evidence for

remote epitaxy, the concept of which is still not regarded to be validated by DFT calculations,

but rather strongly questionable.
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Supplementary Fig. 1: Surface potential profiles over graphene and h-BN

multilayers on r-sapphire. a–f Surface potential profiles evaluated at d = 3.0 Å from

the respective top surfaces for (a) bi-, (b) tri-, and (c) hex-layers of h-BN, and (d) bi-, (e)

tri-, and (f) hex-layers of graphene, all of which are on r-sapphire. ∆V shown in Fig. 2e in

the main text was evaluated where the Ga-N dimer is placed. The topmost atomic layer

overlaid on each color-coded potential profile is a guide for the eyes. The color bar shows

the potential variation relative to the average potential value set to be zero. Note that the

indistinguishable color variation in (d–f) indicates that the potential variations on

graphene overlayers are negligibly small.
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Supplementary Fig. 2: Surface potential profiles over various substrates. a–e Side

views of (a) Si, (b) GaAs, (c) GaN, (d) LiF, and (e) r-sapphire. f–j The color-coded

surface potential variations calculated at 3.0 Å above the corresponding top surface. The

topmost atomic layer overlaid on each color-coded potential profile is guide for the eyes.

The color bar shows the potential variation relative to the average potential value set to be

zero. Blue, purple, yellow, grey, ocher, brown, red, and skyblue spheres indicate Si, Ga, As,

N, Li, F, O, and Al atoms, respectively.
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Supplementary Fig. 3: Surface potential profiles of h-BN on c- and m-sapphire

substrate. a–i Surface potential profiles evaluated at a distance d from the respective top

surfaces for (a) bare c-sapphire, (b) mono-, (c) bi-, and (d) tri-layer h-BN on c-sapphire,

and (e) bare m-sapphire, (f) mono-, (g) bi-, (h) tri-, and (i) hex-layer h-BN on

m-sapphire, respectively. The distance d was chosen to be 2.0 Å on the bare c- and

m-sapphire and 3.0 Å on each of the overlayers, which are approximately bonding

distances between GaN and the respective surfaces. When the number of layers of h-BN is

larger than one, the calculated potential profiles on both c- and m-sapphire are almost the

same as that on the 6 layers of h-BN implying a negligibly small contribution of sapphire

substrates. The color bars indicate the potential variation relative to the average potential

value set to be zero. The potential variations on the h-BN overlayers were color-coded

within a much narrower range. Note that the symmetry of potential variation, observed in

(b), similar to that of bare c-sapphire is not actual but fictitious due to a lattice distortion

caused by the choice of a supercell as described in Supplementary Fig. 4.
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Supplementary Fig. 4: Misleading artifacts caused by the choice of a supercell

and the stacking configuration. (a–e) Top views of relaxed structures for various

configurations of h-BN/c-sapphire heterostructure. The numbers in degree indicate the

angle between the h-BN zigzag direction and the [101̄0] crystallographic direction of

c-sapphire. (f–j) Surface potential profiles calculated at d = 3.0 Å above the top surface of

the structures shown in (a–e). (k–o) Surface potential profiles calculated over the

graphene, instead of h-BN, with the same configurations shown in (a–e). p–s For

comparison, over an isolated h-BN monolayer shown in (p), we also calculated its surface

potential profile as shown in (q), as well as for an isolated graphene monolayer as shown in

(r) and (s). The color bars indicate the potential variation relative to the average potential

value set to be zero. The supercell of the combined 2D insertion layer and substrate is

represented as a black parallelogram while a primitive unit cell of the underlying

c-sapphire substrate is represented as a red parallelogram. It is clear that the surface

potential profiles depend strongly on the stacking configuration as well as the supercell

size, resulting in misleading artifacts, especially in small supercell configurations.
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Supplementary Note4. ARTIFACTS CAUSED BY THE CHOICE OF

SUPERCELLS

The potential orientations do not appear to change with the relative rotation in Supple-

mentary Fig. 4, but in fact it does in case of 19.1◦ rotation as shown in Supplementary

Fig. 4 (i). In addition, as can be clearly seen, the side of a black parallelogram has a

different length from that of a red parallelogram for each case of different stacking config-

urations, indicating that the periodicity changes with the relative rotation. Even in these

cases, the supercells were created by enforcing artificial commensurability between h-BN

and c-sapphire. For more realistic and practical situations, there would be no artificial

commensurability, so that the change of potential orientation and periodicity with the rel-

ative rotation between h-BN and r-sapphire would be more dramatic. The fact that the

potential of the combined system of 2D material/substrate does not follow the orientation

and periodicity of the underlying substrate becomes more vivid in cases where 2D material

has a symmetry different from that of the substrate, for example, h-BN on r-sapphire or

m-sapphire as shown in Fig. 2 in the main manuscript and in Supplementary Fig. 1 and

Supplementary Fig. 2. Therefore, the potential fluctuation of 2D material/substrate does

not truly reflect the orientation and periodicity of the underlying substrate if the artifact

originating from artificial stacking configurations is simply excluded.
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Supplementary Fig. 5: Polycrystalline h-BN grown on a Cu foil. a–b Optical

microscopy image of (a) 10-min- and (b) 2-hr-grown h-BN on a polycrystalline Cu foil

after 1-min-oxidation at 200◦C for a clear distinction between h-BN covered area and

exposed Cu foil. The 10-min-grown h-BN domains with a typical triangular shape were

misaligned with one another, implying that h-BN was polycrystalline. On the other hand,

the 2-hr-grown h-BN fully covered a Cu foil as shown in (b). Note that the color

correction was made for clarity.
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Supplementary Fig. 6: Crystallographically aligned GaN domains grown on

h-BN/c-sapphire and on h-BN/m-sapphire. a–f (a) Secondary electron image (SEI)

and (b, c) XRD data of GaN domains grown on h-BN/c-sapphire as well as (d–f) on

h-BN/m-sapphire. It is clear that the crystallographic alignment of GaN domains was

determined by the underlying sapphire substrates. XRD θ-2θ- and φ-scan data reveal that

the orientation of GaN grown on h-BN/c-sapphire is [0002] whereas that on

h-BN/m-sapphire is [11̄00], [11̄03], and [112̄2]. The observed orientation is exactly the

same as the preferred orientation of GaN grown on bare c- and m-oriented sapphire

substrates7–15 veified by ∆φc1=∆φc2=∆φc3=∆φc4=∆φc5=60◦, ∆φc6=30◦, ∆φm1=261◦,

∆φm2=10◦, ∆φm3=180◦, ∆φm4=48◦, ∆φm5=79◦, ∆φm6=101◦, ∆φm7=79◦, and ∆φm8=8◦.

There is a (101) Bragg peak of GaN near 2θ = 37◦ the intensity of which is several orders

smaller than that of the c-GaN (002) Bragg peak.
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Supplementary Fig. 7: Consistency between crystallographic alignments of GaN

domains grown on h-BN/sapphire and bare sapphire. Experimentally measured

XRD angles for GaN domains grown over h-BN on r-, c-, and m-sapphire substrates shown

in Fig. 3 in the main text and Supplementary Fig. 6 vs. the estimated XRD angles for

GaN grown on their corresponding bare sapphire substrates. This consistency verifies the

crystallographic alignments of GaN with the underlying sapphire substrates in spite of a

h-BN space layer.
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Supplementary Fig. 8: Direct evidence of thru-hole epitaxy. a Cross-sectional TEM

image of a single domain of GaN grown on h-BN/r-sapphire. b Magnified stitched images

of the interface region enclosed by the red dashed box shown in (a). c Magnified TEM

image of the region enclosed by the green dashed box shown in (b). The high-resolution

TEM image, taken from the regions enclosed by the cyan and yellow dashed boxes, is

shown in Figs. 4(a) and (d) in the main text. The fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) of (d)

the GaN and (e) the r-sapphire regions enclosed respectively by the orange and violet

boxes in (c). The FFTs reveal that [112̄0]-oriented GaN is aligned with r-sapphire,

suggesting the lateral overgrowth initiated by the thru-hole epitaxy.
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Supplementary Fig. 9: Chemical analysis across the interface. a Energy-dispersive

X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line scan taken along the blue line within the yellow dashed box

where the connectedness was established as shown in Supplementary Fig. 8b and Fig. 4d

in the main text. There is no sign of h-BN across the interface indicating the

connectedness. b EDS line scan, taken along the red line near the cyan dashed box where

GaN and sapphire were separated by space layer material as shown in Supplementary Fig.

8b and Fig. 4a in the main text. The existence of h-BN across the interface was chemically

confirmed. The amorphous material between the h-BN layers shown in Fig. 4a in the main

text turns out to be carbon-based.
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Supplementary Fig. 10: Control of the extent of the connectedness by adjusting

the thickness of a h-BN space layer. a–d Optical microscopy images of and e–h SEIs

of [112̄0]-oriented GaN domains grown over h-BN transferred onto r-sapphire substrates

(a, e) once, (b, f) four, (c, g) six, and (d, h) eight times to adjust the thickness of a h-BN

space layer. It is clear that the nucleation density of GaN domains aligned in parallel with

one another decreased with the reduced connectedness resulting from the increased number

of transfers of h-BN.
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Supplementary Fig. 11: Complete and fFacile detachment of GaN domains. a–c

Stitched optical microscopy images of (a) as-grown GaN domains on six-time transferred

h-BN space layer on an r-sapphire substrate, (b) the r-sapphire substrate after GaN

domains were detached by using a handy thermal release tape, and (c) the detached GaN

domains on the thermal release tape. Although GaN is transparent, those GaN domains

shown in the normally back-illuminated optical microscopy images in (a–c) look unusually

dark due to their garble-roof shape as described in Supplementary Fig. 12. The regions

enclosed by the red and blue dashed lines represent the exposed r-sapphire and detached

GaN. Note that there are dark-looking GaN domains with a garble-roof shape outside the

region enclosed by the red dashed line indicating that they were directly grown on

r-sapphire with the full connectedness since there is no h-BN space layer. The garble-roof

shape of both detached and undetached GaN domains is another indication of the

thru-hole epitaxy verifying the crystallographic alignments of GaN domains with the

underlying sapphire substrate.
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Supplementary Fig. 12: Garble-roof shape: the reason why the [112̄0]-oriented

GaN domains look dark. a–b Ray-tracing diagrams for (a) as-grown and (b) detached

GaN domains corresponding to the images shown in Supplementary Fig. 11a and c. The

incident light in (a) is totally internally reflected with an incidence angle of 30◦, which is

larger than the critical angle of GaN in a full visible range. On the other hand, the

incident light in (b) exits GaN after refraction twice with a final exit angle larger than the

maximum acceptance angle in a full visible range determined by an objective lens. These

are two reasons why [112̄0]-oriented GaN domains with the garble-roof shape in

Supplementary Fig. 11 are dark and the other regions look bright in the back illumination

configuration.
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Supplementary Fig. 13: Detachability near the critical connectedness. a–c Stitched

optical microscopy images of (a) as-grown GaN domains on a one-time transferred h-BN

space layer on a c-sapphire substrate, (b) the c-sapphire substrate after the GaN domains

were detached by using a handy thermal release tape, and (c) the detached GaN domains

on the thermal release tape. The regions enclosed by the red and blue dashed lines

represent the exposed c-sapphire and detached GaN. The region enclosed by the green

dashed line represents the undetached GaN. In this case, the connectedness is below the

critical value resulting in partial detachment of GaN. The extent of the connectedness can

be easily reduced by increasing the number of transfers as shown in Supplementary Fig.

10, so that the detachability efficiency is much improved.
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Supplementary Fig. 14: TEM images across the interface of

GaN/h-BN/SiO2/r-sapphire. a Cross-sectional TEM image of a single domain of GaN

grown on h-BN/SiO2/r-sapphire with selected area diffraction patterns of GaN (left) and

sapphire (right). b Magnified stitched images of the interface region enclosed by the yellow

dashed box shown in (a). c Magnified TEM image of the region enclosed by the green

dashed box shown in (b) and the FFTs of the GaN, SiO2, and the r-sapphire regions

enclosed respectively by the orange, blue, and green boxes. It is clear that there is a h-BN

space layer on top of the SiO2 film. The high-resolution TEM image, taken from the region

with a thru-hole enclosed by the red dashed box, is shown in Fig. 5d in the main text. The

FFTs reveal that [112̄0]-oriented GaN is aligned with r-sapphire, suggesting the lateral

overgrowth initiated by the thru-hole epitaxy. Note that the FFT of the SiO2 region shows

no crystallinity at all.
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Supplementary Fig. 15: TRT transfer of GaN grown on h-BN/SiO2/r-sapphire.

a–c Stitched optical microscopy images of (a) as-grown GaN domains on a one-time

transferred h-BN space layer on an SiO2/r-sapphire substrate, (b) the r-sapphire substrate

after the GaN domains were detached by using a handy thermal release tape, and (c) the

detached GaN domains on the thermal release tape. As mentioned in Supplementary Fig.

11, the dark-looking GaN domains are all [112̄0]-oriented with the garble-roof shape. The

white region in the middle of the sample in (a) is where GaN was self-separated during the

cool-down process after the growth. The regions enclosed by the red and blue dashed lines

represent the exposed r-sapphire and detached GaN. The regions enclosed by the green

and yellow dotted lines represent the undetached and self-separated GaN domains. We

speculate that this region enclosed by a green dashed line was not detached due to either

the high connectedness or the direct bonding with SiO2. Note that there are dark-looking

GaN domains with a garble-roof shape outside the region enclosed by the red dashed line

indicating that they were directly grown on SiO2/r-sapphire without a h-BN space layer.
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